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Theory of change in psychosocial treatments is specific
(e.g., reduction in maladaptive cognitions in CT,
increase in mindfulness/acceptance in MBSR)
Studies of efficacy greatly outnumber studies of
mechanism of change
Some studies have assessed theory-specific
mechanisms of change (e.g., catastrophizing and CBT)
Studies rarely assess theory-specific mechanisms as a
potential agent of change in other active treatments
that may have a different theoretical basis (e.g.,
catastrophizing and physical therapy)
Certain methodologies and statistical analyses are
necessary to study mechanism of change



Beverly Thorn (University of Alabama) will discuss
conceptual/theoretical basis for studying mechanism
of change




John Burns (Rush University Medical Center) will
discuss methodological considerations for studying
mechanism of change




she will give an example of examining pre-post correlations
between theorized mechanism of change and outcome in a
recent RCT

he will give examples of methodological features and statistical
analyses needed to better document mechanism effects

Mary Davis (Arizona State University) will explore the
utility of diary reports in elaborating common and
unique mechanisms of change in randomized clinical
trials.



Beverly E. Thorn, Ph.D., ABPP



Professor & Chair, The University of Alabama
bthorn@ua.edu

“Does it work?”
is not the same as

“How does it work?”

Much of our “knowledge” of mechanism is based on a
questionable assumption: “Since we targeted X as part of our
specific technique, and since it changed with our treatment, X
must have caused the post-Tx differences between the 2
conditions.”

Target Tx
Control

Pre-Tx

Post-Tx

Why Study Mechanisms?






To test treatment-specific theories that underlie the
rationale for undertaking a particular intervention
To test whether the things we deliberately target to
bring about outcomes are actually among the
“active ingredients”
To facilitate translation/dissemination of
efficacious treatments from controlled RCTs to real
world clinical practice, we must identify aspects of
tx that are critical and cannot be diluted vs. those
that are not critical to tx success

Why Study Mechanisms?




To show public health value of psychosocial pain
treatments
To foster acceptance and dissemination of these
approaches





we must be able to verify that our treatments produce
desirable outcomes
we must be able to verify that they do so precisely
because of the time-, energy-,and resource-consuming
therapeutic procedures that the interventions entail

To avoid the conclusion that a treatment “seems to
work, but we’re not sure why”

Causal Assumptions Should be Tested
Need “evidence rules” and/or “conditions”
on which to build the “case” for a
mechanism
 Need to specify and define mechanisms
 The target (theory-specific) mechanism
 competing theory-specific mechanisms
 general mechanisms (e.g., working
alliance; pt expectations)
 Need to measure indexes of mechanisms
 Need to analyze effects of mechanisms


To build the case for a mechanism, at least 5 conditions
should be examined
Changes in mechanism and outcomes are correlated
 Substantial change in mechanism precedes substantial
change in outcome


 “cause” (e.g., decreased maladaptive cognitions) must precede

“effect” (e.g. decreased pain severity).



Early change in mechanism predicts later change in outcome
(i.e., lagged correlation), but not vice versa
 “cause” predicts “effect,” but “effect” does not predict “cause”



Change in mechanism is specific to the treatment approach
 cognitive restructuring as part of CBT invokes greater decreases in

maladaptive cognitions than meditation does as part of MBSR



Mechanism change has some degree of unique relationship
with outcome changes beyond effects of general mechanisms
(e.g., working alliance, patient expectations)

Typical RCTs, with focus on pre-post efficacy, do
not adequately address the 5 conditions, and
give only circumstantial evidence regarding
mechanisms
To derive sounder evidence, we must


Examine time course of mechanism and outcome changes
 multiple assessments during Tx




Examine lagged effects between mechanism changes and
outcome changes
Examine the unique and overlapping effects among
 the target (theory-specific) mechanism
 competing theory-specific mechanisms
 general mechanisms (e.g., working alliance; pt expectations)

Using Cognitive-behavioral Approaches as an
Example:
•

•

•

CBT theory posits that appraisals and interpretations of
events affect subsequent emotional and behavioral
responses
Tenet of CBT is that alteration of maladaptive patterns
of appraisals and interpretations through cognitive
restructuring can lead to a correction of these
problematic responses.
Cognitive change is a therapeutic mechanism specified
by CBT (a theory-specific mechanism)

CBT Mechanism Studies
A number of studies have examined correlations
between pre-post Tx changes in maladaptive
cognitions/coping and pre-post Tx changes in
outcomes.
 E.g., Jensen, Turner & Romano, 2001; Turner, Holtzman,

& Manci, 2007; Spinhoven, Kuile, Kole-Siijders, Mansfeld,
Ouden & Vlaeyen, 2004.
 But these results document JUST correlation.





If CBT works specifically via reductions in maladaptive
cognitions, we would expect cognitive change to be
greater in CBT than in other treatments.
Smeets, Vlaeyen, Kester, & Knottnerus (2006):






CBT only, Physical Conditioning only, CBT + Physical
Conditioning, Wait-list Control
3 active conditions did not differ on pre-post changes in
pain catastrophizing (all were significant)
Pre-post changes in catastrophizing equivalently
predicted pre-post changes in most pain-related
outcomes.






Secondary analysis of RCT with rural patients with
chronic pain (Thorn, Day, Burns et al., 2011)
Two conditions: CBT (n=32), Pain Education (n=29)
Pain Education participants given pain-relevant
information about cognitions and behavior, but not
given skills training nor homework






Conditions did not differ on pre-post changes in pain
catastrophizing (both conditions produced significant
reductions)
Pre-post changes in catastrophizing equivalently predicted prepost changes in Quality of Life, perceived disability, pain
intensity, & pain interference for both groups
Pre-post changes in catastrophizing significantly predicted
reductions in depression for CBT group only







If CBT mechanism is reducing maladaptive
cognitions, changes in cognition should
primarily occur and predict pain-related
outcomes in CBT (and to a much lesser degree
in different txs)
Neither Smeets et al. (2006) nor Burns et al.
(2012) found this
Ss in PT (Smeets) & EDU (Burns) reduced their
catastrophizing, but not via a protocol that
explicitly targeted cognitive change







Reductions in catastrophizing , by whatever
means, may be a potent broad therapeutic
mechanism not specific or limited to CBT.
Strict adherence to cognitive restructuring via
CBT may not be necessary to achieve these
therapeutically important cognitive changes
(with the possible exception of depression)









We are in our infancy of examining
mechanisms of action of psychosocial
treatments
Changes are needed in our research design and
analyses to examine mechanism
I have presented two examples of “lower-tier”
examination of mechanism
John Burns and Mary Davis will present
“higher-tier” methods

John W Burns, PhD
Rush University Medical Center

To build the case for a mechanism, at least 5 conditions
should be examined
Changes in mechanism and outcomes are correlated
– Substantial change in mechanism precedes substantial
change in outcome
√

• “cause” (e.g., decreased maladaptive cognitions) must precede

“effect” (e.g. decreased pain severity).

–

Early change in mechanism predicts later change in outcome
(i.e., lagged correlation), but not vice versa
• “cause” predicts “effect,” but “effect” does not predict “cause”

–

Change in mechanism is specific to the treatment approach
• cognitive restructuring as part of CBT invokes greater decreases in

maladaptive cognitions than meditation does as part of MBSR

–

Mechanism change has some degree of unique relationship
with outcome changes beyond effects of general mechanisms
(e.g., working alliance, patient expectations)

Use an RT with method enhancements to illustrate.
–

Enhanced CBT (ECBT) vs standard CBT (SCBT)
• ECBT enhanced with motivational interviewing (MI)
• increase motivation to adopt coping and behavior skills
consistent with a self-management approach
• pre-, 4-wk, 8-wk and post assessments
• N = 100
• 10 weekly sessions
• Mechanism
• increased “Action” orientation: active engagement in attempts
to improve self-management skills.
• Outcome
• reduced Pain Interference (PI)

N= 48

Pre-Tx

4-wk

8wk

Post-Tx

Action
PI

3.49 (.7)
4.40 (1.1)

3.97 (.5)
4.2 (1.1)

3.93 (.6)
3.98 (1.1)

3.98 (.7)
3.91 (1.2)

3.95

Pain Interference

Action

3.85
3.75
3.65
3.55

4.25

3.45
3.35

3.75

Pre

4-wk

8-wk

Period

Post

Pre

4-wk

8-wk

Period

Post

Pre- to 4-wk

Action
d = .71
99% of total

4-wk to Post-Tx

>

Action
d = .01
1% of total

V
PI
d = .18
42% of total

=

PI
d = .25
58% of total

–

Radically different patterns of change between putative
mechanism and outcome indexes
• Not visible with pre-post only
• Mechanism studies must use multiple assessments

DURING Tx to reveal distinct change patterns

– that may or may not support case for mechanism.
–

Majority of change in Action subscale occurred early in
Tx.
• supports condition that “cause” precedes “effect.”
• substantial early change in this factor potentially represents

mechanism by which later changes in outcomes are
wrought

With multiple assessments during Tx, can examine
lagged effects.
•
•
•

Correlations among pre-post mechanism and outcome
changes are first step, but not sufficient.
Could be that reducing pain interference causes action
attitudes to increase.
Modeling cross-lagged associations allows tests of
whether early-Tx changes in mechanism predict
subsequent changes in outcomes (and not vice versa).

Pre to mid Action changes predict mid to post changes in PI.
Pre to mid PI changes DO NOT predict mid to post Action
changes.

Compute residualized change scores

3.95

Pain Interference

Action

3.85
3.75
3.65
3.55

4.25

3.45
3.35

3.75

Pre

4-wk

8-wk

Period

Post

Pre

4-wk

8-wk

Period

Post

Early-Tx
Mech Change

b

Early-Tx
Outcome Change

Later-Tx
Mech Change

a

b

c

c

a

Later-Tx
Outcome Change

Early-Tx
Mech Change

b

Early-Tx
Outcome Change

Later-Tx
Mech Change

a

b

c

c

a

Later-Tx
Outcome Change

Early-Tx
Mech Change

b

Early-Tx
Outcome Change

Later-Tx
Mech Change

a

b

c

c

a

Later-Tx
Outcome Change

Early-Tx
Mech Change

b

Early-Tx
Outcome Change

Later-Tx
Mech Change

a

b

c

c

a

Later-Tx
Outcome Change

HMR: 4 wk to Post Interference (PI) Δ as
Criterion

Variables

beta

Total R2

step R2 Increment step signif.

Step 1:
Pre to 4 wk PI
4 wk to Post AS

-.25
-.31

.15

.15

< .001

-.25

.21

.06

< .01

Step 2:
Pre to 4 wk AS

HMR: 4 wk to Post Action (AS) Δ as Criterion

Variables

beta

Total R2

step R2 Incr

-.14
-.33

.08

.08

< .01

-.15

.09

.01

> .10

step signif.

Step 1:
Pre to 4 wk AS
4 wk to Post PI

Step 2:
Pre to 4 wk PI




Early-Tx Action changes predicted later-Tx PI
changes, but not vice versa.
Cross-lagged effects not testable with pre-post only
 multiple assessments allow tests of relationships among lagged

change scores, making stronger case for mechanism beyond
mere correlations among concurrent change scores



Support condition that “cause” predicts “effect,”
whereas “effect” does not predict “cause.”

To build the case for a mechanism, at least 5 conditions
should be examined
changes in mechanism and outcomes are correlated
 substantial change in mechanism precedes substantial
change in outcome


 “cause” (eg, decreased irrational cognition) must precede “effect”

(eg decreased pain severity).



early change in mechanism predicts later change in outcome
(lagged) but not vice versa
 “cause” predicts “effect,” but “effect” does not predict “cause”

–

change in mechanism is specific to the treatment approach
• Cognitive restructuring in CBT invokes more cognitive change

than meditation in MBSR
–

mechanism change has some degree of unique relationship
with outcome changes beyond effects of general
mechanisms (eg, working alliance, pt expectations).

N= 96

ECBT vs SCBT

Action

3.85
3.75
ECBT
3.65

SCBT

3.55

Pain Interference

3.95

4.25
ECBT
SCBT

3.45
3.35

3.75

Pre

4-wk

8-wk

Post

Pre

Period

ECBT/SCBT x Period interactions:
F’s (3,288) < 1.33; p’s > .10

4-wk

8-wk

Period

Post

ECBT – featuring MI techniques targeting attitude
changes -- did NOT affect Action attitudes to a
greater extent than SCBT




Magnitude and patterns of Action attitude changes were
identical across intervention conditions
Pre- 4 wk Action changes predicted 4 wk- post-Tx Interference
changes irrespective of condition (not shown).

Assumption that MI would magnify Action
attitudes and thereby enhance outcomes called
into question




Results do not support notion that Action changes are a
mechanism specific to MI-enhanced CBT
Action attitude changes may still be a mechanism, but MI
techniques may not be necessary to invoke them.
this last point would remain unknown, and use of MI+CBT
unaltered without focus on mechanisms

Specific and General Mechanisms
So what might explain the gains in Action attitudes if not
the specific MI techniques given in ECBT?


General mechanisms, perhaps…

 A “halo” effect that lifts mood and results in improved self-

report?

 Indexed by pre- to 4 wk changes in BDI

 Quality of the working alliance?
 Indexed by WAI at 4 wk
 Pt beliefs that Tx is credible and potentially helpful?
 Indexed by Tx credibility ratings at 3 wk

Specific and General Mechanisms

BDI pre- to 4
wk changes

WAI at 4 wks

Tx credibility
rating at 3 wks

r = .47; p < .01

Action pre - 4 wk change
for ECBT and SCBT

Specific and General Mechanisms
Gains in Action attitudes may be influenced by general
mechanisms common to both ECBT and SCBT (and
many other therapeutic approaches)
•

Deliberate motivation interviewing techniques did not appear
necessary to achieve changes in motivation

• Instead, quality of working alliance between pt and therapists, and pt

beliefs that the treatment is credible may have played a role.

•

These influences would remain hidden without consideration
of general mechanisms.

Examining effects of general mechanisms sheds light on
some crucial phenomena that promote change.

To build the case for a mechanism, at least 5 conditions
should be examined
changes in mechanism and outcomes are correlated
 substantial change in mechanism precedes substantial
change in outcome


 “cause” (eg, decreased irrational cognition) must precede “effect”

(eg decreased pain severity).



early change in mechanism predicts later change in outcome
(lagged) but not vice versa
 “cause” predicts “effect,” but “effect” does not predict “cause”

–

change in mechanism is specific to the treatment approach
• Cognitive restructuring in CBT invokes more cognitive change than

meditation in MBSR

–

mechanism change has some degree of unique relationship
with outcome changes beyond effects of general
mechanisms (eg, working alliance, pt expectations).

HMR: 4 wk to Post Interference (PI) Δ as
Criterion

Variables

beta

Total R2

step R2 Increment step signif.

Step 1:
Pre to 4 wk PI
4 wk to Post AS
Pre to 4 wk BDI
WAI 4 wk
Tx credibility 3 wk

-.25
-.31
-.12
-.22
-.07

.20

-.14

.215

.20

< .001

Step 2:
Pre to 4 wk AS

.015

ns

HMR: 4 wk to Post Interference (PI) Δ as
Criterion

Variables

beta

Total R2

step R2 Increment step signif.

Step 1:
Pre to 4 wk PI
4 wk to Post AS
Pre to 4 wk BDI
Pre to 4 wk AS
Tx credibility 3 wk

-.25
-.31
-.12
-.22
-.07

.20

-.13

.215

.20

< .001

Step 2:
WAI 4 wk

.015

ns

To build the case for a mechanism, at least 5 conditions
should be examined
changes in mechanism and outcomes are correlated
 substantial change in mechanism precedes substantial
change in outcome


 “cause” (eg, decreased irrational cognition) must precede “effect”

(eg decreased pain severity).



early change in mechanism predicts later change in outcome
(lagged) but not vice versa
 “cause” predicts “effect,” but “effect” does not predict “cause”

–

change in mechanism is specific to the treatment approach
• Cognitive restructuring in CBT invokes more cognitive change than

meditation in MBSR

–

mechanism change has some degree of unique relationship
with outcome changes beyond effects of general mechanisms
(eg, working alliance, pt expectations).

Specific and General Mechanisms
Although early-Tx Action changes appeared to be
mechanism affecting outcome across Tx conditions,

quality of the working alliance at 4 wks partly accounts for
effects of Action change on interference
• BUT it appears that working alliance and Action changes
predict outcome in COMMON (ie, overlap).
• Raises issue of relative importance of “technique” vs
“relationship” in psychosocial chronic pain Tx
• Again, would have remained unappreciated without focus on
mechanism
•

We have to open the
Treatment Box
•

•

Need to enhance RCTs
to include methods and
analytic tools that allow
evaluation of mechanisms

Holey
moley!
But FIRST, we need to be convinced that effort to delve into mechanisms is well worth it.
Lookie here!

Although early-Tx Action seemed to be mechanism acting across Tx conditions,
•
•

quality of the therapeutic relationship at 4 wks partly accounts for effects of Action change on
interference
BUT it appears that therapeutic relationship and Action changes predict outcome in COMMON (ie,
overlap).

Examining effects of “other” mechanisms sheds light on what may actually be happening to
promote change.

Our first glimpses into the Treatment Box are encouraging but also
puzzling and vexing
•
•
•

Some evidence that Txs may work (partly) because of mechanisms
specified by theories.
BUT, these mechanisms may be broad and NOT specific to a given
Tx approach.
Specific mechanisms thought to be rooted in specific techniques (eg
cognitive restructuring provoking cognitive change) may emerge via
processes we may not deliberately initiate (eg catastrophizing
changing during pain education and physical exercise)
•
•
•

How does this happen? What forces are (actually) at work?
Issues regarding what phenomena in Tx are responsible for people
changing for the better can only be settled by studying
MECHANISM.
And THEN we can build Txs around the truly active ingredients.

Mary C. Davis
Arizona State University
SBM
April 12.2012

Five conditions for mechanisms:

1. Changes in mechanism and outcome are correlated
2. Temporal precedence: Change in mechanism
precedes change in outcome
3. Change in outcome doesn’t precede change in
mechanism
4. Change in mechanism is specific to the treatment
approach

5. Mechanism change has some degree of unique
relationship with outcome changes beyond effects of
general mechanisms



Tested two distinct treatments for chronic pain
versus an active control:


CBT targeting pain cognitions



Mindfulness-based emotion regulation



Education control

Sample: 144 Rheumatoid Arthritis patients
Mean Age = 55 years
59% female, 87% White
40% employed
63% married/partnered
Assessment pre-and post-intervention
30 daily diaries of daily symptoms, interpersonal events, affect
-each evening before bedtime
-mailed next morning

(Zautra, Davis et al., 2008)







8 weekly sessions, 2 hours each
Group-based (6-10 individuals/group)
Individuals were randomized to group by
cluster
Co-led by a Ph.D. and a masters-level clinician

CBT-Pain
(n=52)

Mindfulness-Based
Emotion-regulation
(n=47)

• Improve pain
coping skills

Cognitive restructuring
Activity pacing
Relaxation training

•Improve awareness &
acceptance of pain
•Increase positive social
engagement

Mindfulness-meditation
Positive social events
(schedule & savor)

Education
Control
(n=44)

• Increase
knowledge re:
chronic pain

Didactic presentation

CBT

Mindfulness

Pre-assessment
Diaries

Education

Random
assignment
to group

Post-assessment
Diaries

 Key outcome of interest
• Increased positive affect (MINDFUL>CBT>Education)

 Mechanism:
• For both CBT and MINDFULNESS: Decreased levels of
maladaptive pain cognitions
• For MINDFULNESS: decreased relation between daily
pain flares and maladaptive cognitions
(decreased cognitive reactivity to pain)

Symptoms:

Pain: Average level of pain (0-100 rating)

Positive Affect: 1 to 5 rating, 10 items

Positive and Negative Affect (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988)

Pain Catastrophizing: 1 to 5 rating

“I worried about whether my pain would never end.”
“I felt my pain was so bad I couldn’t stand it anymore.”

CBT-Pain

Mindfulness

Education

Pre-Post Increase in
Positive Affect

Positive affect

Mean Positive Affect at Pre- and Post- Treatment
Diary Set by Group

Group X Set F (2,130) = 13.11, p < .001







Both CBT-Pain and Mindfulness produced
significant increases
But…..Mindfulness did not produce greater
magnitude changes in positive affect than did
CBT-Pain
Education ---No change

CBT-Pain
Decreased
Catastrophizing

Mindfulness

Education

Decreased
Catastrophizing

Pre to Post Increases in
Positive Affect

Catastrohpizing

Mean Catastrophizing at Pre- and Post- Treatment
Diary Set by Group

Group X Set F (2,130) = 13.96, p < .001







Both CBT-Pain and Mindfulness produced
significant decreases
CBT-Pain and Mindfulness produced similar
magnitude changes in catastrophizing
Education ---Increase from Pre- to Post

Variables


Step 1:



CBT-Pain vs Educ
Mindful vs Educ



Step 2:










beta

Total R2

signif.

.04

< .05

.15
.17

CBT-Pain vs Educ
.07
Mindful vs Educ
.11
Pre to Post Δ in Catas -.32

< .05
< .05
.14

< .001
>.20
>.46
<.001

CBT-Pain
Decreased
Catastrophizing? -Yes

Mindfulness

Education

Decreased
Catastrophizing? Yes

Increased Positive Affect







Can examine change from pre- to post-TX in relation
between elevations in daily pain and catastrophizing
(i.e., slopes)
Central tenet of mindfulness is diminished reactivity to
aversive stimuli
Mindful treatment highlighted noticing positive affect

Examine person-centered scores as predictors:
Each day’s score minus person’s average across 30 days
Day to day deviations from one’s own mean
Pre:
∆Pain

∆ Catastrophizing

Post:
∆Pain

∆ Catastrophizing

Predicted associations

CBT-Pain

Mindfulness

Education

Decreased daily
pain-catastrophizing
relation

Increased Positive Affect

Daily Deviations in Pain predicting Catastrophizing

Catastrophizing (1-5)

Mindfulnes
s

CBT-Pain

2.3

Pre

2.3
Pre

Post

2.1

2.1
Post

1.9

1.9
1.7

1.7

1.5

1.5
Low Pain

High Pain

Low Pain

High Pain

Daily Deviations in Pain predicting Catastrophizing

Catastrophizing (1-5)

Mindfulnes
s

Education

2.3

Post

2.3
Pre

Pre

2.1

2.1
Post

1.9

1.9
1.7

1.7

1.5

1.5
Low Pain

High Pain

Low Pain

High Pain





Mindfulness produced significant decreases in
the magnitude of the day-to-day relation
The daily pain-catastrophizing relation was
unchanged in CBT-Pain and Education

Variable


Δ pain-catas slope

beta
-.19

signif.
< .05



In words: The “looser” the ties between daily exacerbations in pain and
catastrophizing from pre to post, the greater the increases in positive
affect.



Yes, changes in the mediator predict changes in the outcome.




Dependent variable: Δ in positive affect
Variable







beta

signif.

Step 1:
CBT-Pain vs Educ
Mindful vs Educ

.14
.14

< .05
< .05

Step 2:
CBT-Pain vs Educ
Mindful vs Educ
Δ pain-catas slope

.14
.12
-.19

< .05
< .05
< .05

Common:
Both CBT and Mindfulness-based treatment improved
positive affect relative to education only
Thus, the effects of these treatments are above and beyond any
nonspecific effects captured by an active comparison condition.

Change in level of catastrophizing mediated these treatment
effects
Unique:
Only Mindfulness showed changes in the daily relation
between pain and catastrophizing, which predicted changes
in positive affect

Intriguing findings, but….
Five conditions for mechanisms:
1. Changes in mechanism and outcome are correlated
Did not address 2. Temporal precedence: Change in mechanism
precedes change in outcome
Did not address 3. Change in outcome doesn’t precede change in
mechanism
4. Change in mechanism is specific to the treatment approach
5. Mechanism change has some degree of unique relationship with
outcome changes beyond effects of general mechanisms
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Okay. Now what?
We CANNOT hide from the fact that
we really do not know HOW our
psychosocial Tx’s work.
When Kazdin (2007) stated,
“whatever may be the basis of
changes with Cognitive Therapy, it
does not seem to be the cognitive
changes originally proposed,”
he was NOT advocating denial or
surrender.
He was challenging us to do a
better job of uncovering
mechanisms.

Lots of Tx’s out there with evidence that they work.
•
•
•

comparative studies suggest that psychosocial pain Tx’s
work to about the same extent
dismantling studies suggest that parts work almost, or
AS well as whole
attention or pain education control groups exert
significant effects.

Fact 1: we don’t know a lot about how treatments
work
Fact 2: different treatments work to about the same
degree

Raises critical yet unanswered question:


do different treatments produce similar overall effects
via distinct therapeutic mechanisms, or do different
treatments achieve similar benefits through shared
mechanisms?

Could be that they get to the same place but via
different mechanisms.
 Implicit bias of practice of testing whether “new” Target Tx

works compared to control
 Foregoing suggests this is NOT the case.

Instead, may be more parsimonious to acknowledge
that they have more common features than
distinctions

Propose a paradigm shift…
Instead of assuming that CT and only CT works because
cognitive restructuring changes maladaptive pain-related
beliefs and appraisals
Instead of assuming that MBSR and only MBSR works
because meditation and non-judgment increases
mindfulness
Instead of reinventing the wheel again and again
Propose that most psychosocial Tx’s work because they
change
what we think, how we think and what we do about pain


all in the context of a sound working alliance

Psychosocial pain Txs may be efficacious to extent they all
operate via not 1 but via a number of different mechanisms
that they share
Treatments

Behavioral
Treatment

Cognitive
Therapy

MBSR

Pain-Education

Mechanisms

Outcomes

What we do
(activity level)
WHAT we think
(catastrophizing)

HOW we think
(mindfulness)
General
(working alliance)

REDUCTIONS in:
Pain interference,
pain intensity,
depression,
perceived disability
INCREASES in:
Physical activity,

If valid, then







mechanism factors specific to a treatment (eg, increased
activity level during BT) would affect outcomes
but in combination with other mechanisms “activated”
by the treatment, but which are not linked by theory to it
(eg, cognitive change during BT).
effects of key mechanisms – both those theoretically
specific to a treatment and those that are not – would
additively combine to ultimately influence outcomes
The Additive Effects Model

Answering the question:
“do different treatments produce similar overall effects via
distinct therapeutic mechanisms, or do different treatments
achieve similar benefits through shared mechanisms?”

has far-reaching implications for designing,
evaluating, and administering psychosocial pain
Txs.
–
–
–

Must shift attention away from only evaluating
treatment efficacy
Must redirect research efforts so that the focus on
mechanisms is brought to the forefront.
Must uncover the effective core mechanisms that drive
outcomes in order to
• design treatments that enhance and integrate the true effective

ingredients, while discarding inert elements.
• inform clinical training efforts

